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Mid-Side: Creative Stereo-Phase filter+ takes stereo sound sources and divides them into two channels.
The stereo signals are now half-percieved on the right or left side of the listener. The "safe zone"

around the center and in the middle of the audio is untouched. If one channel is effect-ed by a
modulating effect, the result of the modulation will sound in both channels. One sound source can be
heard in the two channels simultaneously or appear in the one or both of them. Mid-Side: Creative
Stereo-Phase filter+ Features: - VST/AU plugin (32/64 bit) - two different effect types: MIDI and
input - Ableton Link support - flexible performance with several slider and buttons, MIDI CCs and
aftertouch - with the included effect strip, it is easy to create new effects and to integrate Mid-Side:

Creative Stereo-Phase filter+ into your production. Creative Stereo-Phase filter+ + Loop Timer
(plugin) Description: "Creative Stereo-Phase filter+ + Loop Timer (plugin)" contains the Mid-Side:
Creative Stereo-Phase filter+ plugin (VST/AU) and the Mid-Side: Loop Timer (plugin) that lets you
automatically run your sound in both stereo channels and play a loop in just one channel. The effect

strip of Mid-Side: Creative Stereo-Phase filter+ + Loop Timer (plugin) also comes with all the
necessary sliders and buttons for its use as a MIDI effect. You can set a starting point, loop length and

loop length, to set the length of your sound in the loop. After looping your sound, you can vary the
stereo sound programmably with the effect strip. With Mid-Side: Creative Stereo-Phase filter+ + Loop
Timer (plugin), you can quickly set up a stereo sound effect that you can then use in your tracks or live

sets. Mid-Side: Creative Stereo-Phase filter+ + Loop Timer (plugin) Features: - Mid-Side: Creative
Stereo-Phase filter+ + Loop Timer (plugin) is a modular VST/AU (32/64 bit) plugin. - Also can be
used as a MIDI effect with the effect strip. - With Mid-Side: Creative Stereo-Phase filter+ + Loop

Timer (plugin), you can quickly set
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? MIDI Filter effects ? Stereo-phase filter effects ? Noise effects ? MIDI effects ? Midi modulation
effects ? MIDIFX effects ? MIDI Filter effects: Tuneable frequency range: ?1~38.1kHz Various Q
values ?~14Hz Various Q values ?5~20Hz Various Q values ?1~10Hz Various Q values Tuneable

modulation effect: ?Gain ?Pan ?Positive/negative ?Cut ?Different 1~8 parts ?Cut, sustain, release,
attack Noise effects: ?Delay ?Phaser ?Stereo-delay ?LFO ?Reverb ?Noise gate ?Reverb Various

rotation speeds ?Gain ?Pan ?Positive/negative ?Cut ?Different 1~8 parts ?Cut, sustain, release, attack
MIDI effects: Tuneable effect amount: ?1~8 parts Tuneable effect type: ?Gain ?Pan ?Positive/negative
?Cut ?Different 1~8 parts ?Cut, sustain, release, attack MIDIFX effects: Tuneable effect amount: ?1~8

parts Tuneable effect type: ?Gain ?Pan ?Positive/negative ?Cut ?Different 1~8 parts ?Cut, sustain,
release, attack ? MIDI Filter effects: Tuneable frequency range: ?1~38.1kHz Various Q values ?~14Hz

Various Q values ?5~20Hz Various Q values Tuneable modulation effect: ?Gain ?Pan
?Positive/negative ?Cut ?Different 1~8 parts ?Cut, sustain, release, attack Noise effects: ?Delay
?Phaser ?Stereo-delay ?LFO ?Reverb ?Noise gate ?Reverb Various rotation speeds ?Gain ?Pan

?Positive/negative ?Cut ?Different 1~8 parts ?Cut, sustain, release, attack MIDI effects: Tuneable
effect amount: ?1~8 parts Tuneable effect type: ?Gain ?Pan 77a5ca646e
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Mid-Side: Creative Stereo-Phase filter+ allows you to adjust the stereo phase, the direction and the
speed of the effect. Mid-Side: Creative Stereo-Phase filter+ can also be used as a single fader module
and operates in a familiar ‘gain control’-fashion when applied to mid or side channels. Mid-Side:
Creative Stereo-Phase filter+ also includes special and even more specialized tools such as a Hann
window generator and a Sawtooth timbre control. Please note: Mid-Side: Creative Stereo-Phase
filter+ is designed as a VST effect unit and does not require the installation of any other software or
other additional drivers. Mid-Side: Creative Stereo-Phase filter+ comes with a variety of preset effects
that allow you to build up a sound that’s completely customized and ready to be used straight away. In
addition to the presets, Mid-Side: Creative Stereo-Phase filter+ includes three presets with
customizable mid-side settings which can be used as custom effects. Mid-Side: Creative Stereo-Phase
filter+ comes with three Mono-Phase settings with three presets each, which can be used as standalone
plugins. Each Mono-Phase effect can be connected to the appropriate channel. Mid-Side: Creative
Stereo-Phase filter+ comes with a total of six presets with a Stereo-Phase effect in between the mid-
side channels. These presets can be used as custom effects. Mid-Side: Creative Stereo-Phase
filter+ comes with three Single Side Phase settings with three presets each, which can be used as
standalone plugins. Each Single Side Phase effect can be connected to the appropriate channel. Mid-
Side: Creative Stereo-Phase filter+ comes with three Mid-Side Phase settings with three presets each,
which can be used as standalone plugins. Each Mid-Side Phase effect can be connected to the
appropriate channel. Mid-Side: Creative Stereo-Phase filter+ comes with three Double Side
Phase settings with three presets each, which can be used as standalone plugins. Each Double Side
Phase effect can be connected to the appropriate channel. Mid-Side: Creative Stereo-Phase
filter+ comes with

What's New in the?

The Mid-Side: Creative Stereo-Phase filter+ is a new innovative VST stereo-filter effect with a stereo-
phasing and filtering. The Mid-Side: Creative Stereo-Phase filter+ offers a unique dual-mono plug-in,
that produces 4×2 soundtracks. The Mid-Side: Creative Stereo-Phase filter+ utilizes the Mid-Side
algorithm that allows you to manipulate the sound's "mid-side" into a new shape. This modulates the
vocals and instrumentation in the stereo-spectrum resulting in very dynamic new sound effects. Effects:
Stereo-Phasing & Filtering Stereo-Phase Filter : Mid-Side & Two-channel VST plugin Mid-Side : Dual
channel VST plugin Main Features: Mid-Side filter algorithm: The Mid-Side: Creative Stereo-Phase
filter+ allows you to modulate between the left and right channel, and the resulting 2 channels can be
"stereo-sliced" to four mono channels. This resulting 4×2 channels still contain all frequencies which
makes this stereo-phase filter a very efficient stereo-filter. Stereo-Phase Filter Algorithm: Mid-Side:
Creative Stereo-Phase filter+ processes the left and right input channels separately resulting in a clear,
transparent sound. The resulting "effected" signal will contain the same frequencies as the original two
channel signal. The Mid-Side: Creative Stereo-Phase filter+ has four presets for the Mid-Side
algorithm, each with different filter modes: "Filter(1)": The traditional Mid-Side filter, a symmetric
filter. "Filter(2)": This filter sounds like a double filter and has a much more powerful effect,
especially when decreasing the cutoff-frequency. "Filter(3)": This filter gives a very heavy emphasis on
the bass, and sounds very much like a vocalist "crying". "Filter(4)": This filter works like a guitar with
a low-pass filter. Two-channel Stereo-Phase Filter: When using the Mid-Side: Creative Stereo-Phase
filter+ as a 2-channel Stereo-filter, the Mid-Side filter is active for both channels resulting in a strong
filter effect with a very aggressive "cry" filter mode. Mid-Side: Creative Stereo-Phase filter+ contains
a very detailed 3D GUI (Graphical User Interface) to control the sound. As a dual-mono Stereo-filter,
the Mid-Side: Creative Stereo-Phase filter+ also contains the same 16:1 effective value as the stereo-
filter. This way, Mid-Side: Creative Stereo-Phase filter+ is a true dual-mono Stereo-filter. Please be
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System Requirements:

-OS: Microsoft Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10 -Processor: Intel 2.0GHz / AMD 1.6GHz -RAM: 2GB
-Video Card: NVIDIA GeForce 6800 or ATI Radeon 9800 or above -DirectX: 8.0 -Hard Disk: 7 GB
-Display: 1024x768 screen resolution -Sound Card: Minimum drivers: Windows Vista (SP2)
-Controller: Dual joypads for example: Razer Lachesis (must have)
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